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NON FICTION

EARLY YEARS

PICTURE BOOKS

FIRST READERS

MIDDLE GRADE

YOUNG ADULT



24 x 32 cm
96 pages  
including an 8 pages gatefold
Hardcover 
€ 19.95
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish,
Catalan

Already published

A stunning documentary book to discover our beautiful yet 
fragile planet from above, illustrated with exclusive pictures 
taken by astronaut Thomas Pesquet while aboard the 
International Space Station

SPACE - EARTH - ECOLOGY - WORLD - PHOTOGRAPHY - SCIENCE

NON-FICTION AGE 8+

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

THOMAS PESQUET:   
A PLANET TO PROTECT

Educational content 
tailored to young readers 

 
An introduction to the 
major ecological issues 

 
Exclusive photos taken 
from the International 

Space Station!

• An introduction to the life of an astronaut aboard the 
International Space Station

• 7 chapters on continents
• Each chapter has information about the continent and draws 

attention to an environmental issue, illustrated with stunning 
exclusive pictures

BEING AN ASTRONAUT
ABOARD THE ISS

NORTH AMERICA
New York, Wildf ires in California, 
Niagara Falls, Tempests and hurricanes

SOUTH AMERICA
Deforestation in the Amazonian Forest, 
Salvador de Bahia and Canouan, 
Melting caps in Argentina, Geoglyphs 
in Peru, Salt marshes of Bolivia

AFRICA
Cairo and its pyramids, The Sahara 
desert, Victoria Falls, Mangroves of 
Tanzania, Dakar’s urbanisation, Sand 
clouds
 
EUROPE
Venice, Greenhouses in Spain, Lake 
Balaton, Mount Vesuvius, Gibraltar

ASIA
Zero waste in Tokyo, The Everest, The 
Great Wall of China, The Gobi Desert, 
The eternal snows of Mongolia, A dam 
in Iran

OCEANIA
The Great Barrier Reef, Laws to protect 
climate, Melbourne, The Australian 
outback

ANTARCTICA
A polar desert, Aurora borealis and 
aurora australis

Table of contents

Thomas Pesquet’s photography book published by Flammarion 
upon his return from Mission Alpha has already sold over 
220,000 copies in France, with rights sold in 5 languages!

70,000 copies sold



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

NON-FICTION AGE 8+

Humanity’s first great migrations
The centres of the Neolithic Revolution
Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia
The Greek Mediterranean
The birth of Rome
The births of Judaism & Christianity
Rome and its neighbours
The Byzantine Empire & Constantinople
The Carolingian Empire 
The Muslim Empire 
Feudal society
Humanism in Europe
Reforms and religious conflicts in Europe
Slave trade and slavery
Europe of the Enlightenment
Napoleonic Europe
The Industrial Revolution
Colonial conquests in the 19th century 
The status of women in the 19th century
World War I
Nazi Germany & Stalin’s USSR
World War II
The Cold War & decolonisation
World geopolitics 1989-2011
Major landforms
Areas with strong natural constraints
Areas of high biodiversity
Global change
Natural hazards around the world
Water, energy and food resources
Unequal distribution of populations 
An urbanised world
Rural areas in the world
Wealth and poverty in the world
Migration in the world
International tourism country
Seas and oceans in globalisation
Tourist coastlines in the world
Industrial port coastlines in the world
Industrial areas in France
Technological risks in the world
The European Union
The United States and globalisation
China and globalisation
African regions in globalisation
Unequal global demographic growth
World geopolitics

Selected table of contents

In collaboration with                         , the French 
reference for all geography & history atlases

150 maps to go through all the most important 
topics of history and geography - from the first 

great migrations to modern geopolitics

An reference atlas designed by a professor and a cartographer to delve 
into both ancient civilizations and modern geopolitics in a format that 
is both clear and captivating

ATLAS - HISTORY - GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - POLITICS

MY WORLD ATLAS:  
HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
By Olivier Godard & Alexandre Nicolas

An atlas is designed to delve into both ancient civilizations 
and modern geopolitics in a format that is both clear and 
captivating. Offering a thorough perspective on world history, 
cultural variety, and geographical marvels, students (10-15 
years old) will gain understanding through detailed maps 
and pertinent analyses. Serving as an essential tool for both 
educators and learners, it enables the investigation of past 
events and present-day complexities.

21 x 28 cm
160 pages
Hardcover 
€ 24.95
All rights available

September 2024



NEW

AGE 3+DOCUMENTARY

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

An excellent documentary covering various swimming 
techniques, poolside etiquette, the wide range of sports 
possible in the pool, major competitions, top-performing 
athletes and record-breaking achievements.

SWIMMING
April 2024

By Emmanuel Tredez  

& Maud Riemann

21 x 26 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 9.90
All rights available

A non-fiction series for 3 to 6-year-olds with a 
small narrative that brings facts to life. 
On each double page, a  'Did you know?' section
A comic-style section for a more playful reading 
Bonus features at the end: a search & find, a true-
or-false quiz, and a parents' corner

DOCUMENTARY - SPORTS - SWIMMING

14 titles in the series so far: 
VOLCANOES 
FOOTBALL
WELCOME TO THE EQUESTARIAN CENTRE
I’M TAKING ACTION FOR MY PLANET
THE SEASIDE
PIRATES
THE HUMAN BODY
EMOTIONS
FIREFIGHTERS
SPACE
LIVING WELL TOGETHER
CASTLES AND FORTIFICATIONS
DINOSAURS

ULTRAFACTUAL

65,000 copies sold



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

THE PERIOD BOOK
By Anna Roy & Mademoiselle Caroline

16 x 22 cm
96 pages
Softcover with rounded corners
€ 12.00
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish, 
Greek, Dutch, Romanian, Estonian 
and Simplified Chinese

NON-FICTION AGE 6+

THE PERIOD BOOK
Already published

The book we wish we had when we were 10! 

What does menstruation mean? At last comes a book to answer all 
the questions young girls and women, but also boys and men, may 
have – because menstruation is a social issue and should not be a 
taboo! And you should be able to talk about it with your friends, 
family or at school without ever being embarrassed. 

96 pages written by an expert to guide young girls and explain 
everything in 40 questions and answers.

35,000 copies sold worlwide

THE INTIMACY BOOK FOR KIDS 
By Anna Roy & Mademoiselle Caroline

16 x 22 cm
96 pages

Softcover with  
rounded corners

€ 12.90
Rights sold: Italian, 

Estonian, Bulgarian

THE INTIMACY BOOK FOR KIDS
Already published

In this book, we’re going to talk about the things that sometimes 
embarrass us, the things that often make us laugh, the things we 

don’t dare talk about - in short, the things that are taboo in our society. 
What’s going on between our legs? What an interesting question! It 

deserves a real answer!
What is intimacy? What is puberty? How do we make babies? How do 

we wash our private parts? What do we do if someone hurts us?

Sold in 7 languages

ALL ABOUT BABIES
October 2024

12,000 

copies sold 

worlwide
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Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

Adeline Ruel

L’automne

Mo
n im
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re

Mon imagier nature

Adeline Ruel

L’hiver

Mo
n im
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re

Mon imagier nature

16 titles already published:
AUTUMN, WINTER, SPRING, 
SUMMER, INSECTS, TINY ANIMALS, 
BIRDS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, 
VEGETABLES, THE BEES, THE 
FARM, EGGS, THE SAVANNAH, THE 
MOUNTAIN, THE SEASIDE

MY FIRST 100 NATURE WORDS 
By Adeline Ruel

MY NATURE SERIES 
By Adeline Ruel

AGE 1+EARLY YEARS

A wordbook of 100 words about nature designed by a bestselling illustrator 

BOARD BOOK - NATURE - ANIMALS

A series of boardbooks with flaps to discover the beauty of nature. 

NOVELTY BOOK - NATURE - ANIMALS

16 x 16 cm
12 pages 

Boardbook with flaps
€ 9.95

2 new titles!

23 x 31 cm
16 pages 

Boardbook with 
rounded corners 

€ 13.90
All rights available

October 2024

Adeline Ruel: 
160,000 copies sold

Adeline Ruel presents 100 words for young readers 
to discover nature. In an attractive cardboard format, 
they'll enjoy discovering trees, flowers, fruit, vegetables 
and animals.

A simple and elegant introduction to the basic words 
with a highly visual approach for curious toddlers who 
are ready to learn!



N
EW

EARLY YEARS AGE 4+

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

My First Atlas introduces young children to the animals that 
inhabit the different continents of our planet. The red squirrel 
or the reindeer in Europe, the buffalo or the llama in America, 
the lion or the antelope in Africa, the panda or the snow leopard 
in Asia, the kangaroo or the blue-ringed octopus in Oceania, 
the elephant seal or the emperor penguin in Antarctica: in this 
first atlas Adeline Ruel introduces youngsters to more than 100 
animals from all over the world.

In an attractive format with a thick map and fun solid flaps, 
children will enjoy the author's elegant style. A first reference book 
to help satisfy the child’s growing curiosity with an informative 
text that encourages learning. 

24 x 28.2 cm
12 pages
Boardbook with flaps 
€ 15.90
All rights available

October 2024

An interactive journey through Adeline Ruel's First Atlas to 
discover over 100 animals by lifting flaps. 

NOVELTY BOOK - ATLAS - ANIMALS - NATURE

MY FIRST ATLAS OF ANIMALS
By Adeline Ruel



NEW

VOL. 1: ANIMALS AND 
THEIR COLOURS 
Already published

Rights sold: Spanish

VOL. 2: BABY ANIMALS 
Already published 

All rights available

VOL. 3: INSECTS
Already published

All rights available

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

Printed with vegetable inks

4 titles available

35, 000 copies sold

34 x 46 cm
16 pages 

Boardbook
€ 19,90

A reference collection of picture wordbooks to accompany young children 
as they begin to learn about the world. Children will delight in discovering 
animals, recognizing words and enriching their vocabularies.

NOVELTY BOOK - ATLAS - ANIMALS - NATURE

AGE 1+

GIANT WORD BOOKS
By Adeline Ruel

EARLY YEARS

VOL. 4: DINOSAURS
October 2024

All rights available

NATURE STUDY: 
THE GARDEN 
Already published

20.5 x 25.5 cm
32 pages

Clothbound hardback
€ 12.90

All rights available

NATURE STUDY: 
THE SEASIDE
Already published

A magnif icent documentary series to 
introduce children to 12 animals or plants from 
a particular setting, each through a beautifully 
illustrated double pages, featuring a short 
fictional text and documentary information, 
inspired by Deyrolle’s pedagogical charts.

DOCUMENTARY - NATURE - DEYROLLE

NATURE STUDY  
By Adeline Ruel

AGE 5+EARLY YEARS



MY FIRST WORD BOOKS

EARLY YEARS AGE 1+

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE EARLY YEARS

A reference collection of word books

Over 1 million copies sold in France! 

Printed with vegetable inks in Europe

A reference collection to accompany children as they begin the learn about 
the world through the discovery of words

ESSENTIAL WORDS ESSENTIAL WORDS 
WITH PHOTOS

MY FIRST ENGLISH 
WORDS

MY FIRST WORDS IN 
THE SIGN LANGUAGE

MACHINESPRE-SCHOOL NATURE ANIMALS

11.2 x 22 cm
50 to 264 pages 
Hardback
€ 13,50
All rights available 
Already published



NEW

AGE 1+EARLY YEARS

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

23 x 27 cm
24 pages

Hardcover 
€ 13.90

All rights available

A first seek-and-find series thoughtfully designed for young 
readers with a small narrative and five items to spot and identify 
on each double page. 

EASTER - GARDEN - SEEK & FIND

CAMILLE IN THE GARDEN
March 2024

By Astrid Chef d’Hotel & Lucile Ahrweiller

WHERE IS BABY?
Already published

By Magdalena & Lili La Baleine

MY FIRST SEEK-AND-FIND SERIES

It's Easter! Little Camille runs out into the 
garden to collect the chocolate eggs - but 
watch out, there are lots of other little treasures 
to be found too!

Dad is looking for his little baby - where could 
the little toddler be hiding? In the garden? In 
the bathroom? Or in the kitchen?
While searching, Dad is faced with a lot of
mess left behind by his little baby - and he
definitely needs the readers’ help to clear it 
up and find his toddler!



NEW

AGE 1+EARLY YEARS

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.frSophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

21 x 21 cm
32 pages

Hardcover 
€ 10.90

All rights available

March 2024

It’s summertime. It’s hot at nanna Nicole and grannie Paula's house. 
Shall we get dressed? 
Grannie suggests the blue overalls, the heart-shaped knickers and the beige 
bodysuit, but that won’t do!  It’s so much better to be naked! 

SUMMER - BODY - CLOTHES

NOT THE BLUE OVERALLS!
By Susie Morgenstern & Marie Quentrec

NOT THE BLUE OVERALLS!
March 2024

It’s summertime. It’s hot at nanna Nicole and grannie Paula's house. 
Shall we get dressed? 
Grannie suggests the blue overalls, the heart-shaped knickers and 
the beige bodysuit, but that won’t do!  It’s so much better to be 
naked! 

With tenderness and humour, Susie Morgenstern’s moving picture 
book is all about the freedom of the body and the warm childhood 
memories of toddlers.



NEW

AGE 1+EARLY YEARS

THE UGLY DUCKLING
“The grey duckling swam 
better than his brothers and 
sisters. But how ugly he was! 
Everyone in the barnyard 
laughed at him. Even his 
own mother looked at him 
funny.”

THREE LITTLE PIGS
“Once upon a time, there 
were three little pink pigs 
with corkscrew tails who 
decided to build their own 
houses.”

LITTLE RED RIDING 
HOOD
“Once upon a time there 
was a little girl who always 
wore a hood on her head. 
She was called Little Red 
Riding Hood.”

GOLDILOCK AND THE 
THREE BEARS
“Once upon a time, there 
was a little girl whose hair 
was so blonde and curly 
that she was nicknamed 
Goldilocks.

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

MY FIRST FAIRY TALE SERIES 
By Anne Kalicky & Madeleine Brunelet & Olivier Latyk

18 x 21 cm
24 pages
Softcover 
€ 5.95
All rights available

March 2024

Discover a world of enchantment with this collection of classic tales specifically designed 
for the very young.  
This collection of stories is the perfect introduction for every little reader to the magic of 
classic stories and of some of the most beloved characters of all times.

TALES - ANIMALS



EARLY YEARS

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.frSophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

21.8 x 21.7 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 10.90
All rights available

20.6 x 24.7 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 12.00
All rights available

17 x 25 cm
32 pages
Hardcover with flaps 
€ 12.00
All rights available

17 x 25 cm
32 pages
Hardcover with flaps 
€ 12.00
Rights sold: Spanish, 
Catalan, Basque, 
German, Italian

20.5 x 28.1 cm
24 pages
Boardbook 
€ 13.00
All rights available

18 x 21 cm
24 pages
Hardcover 
€ 5.95
Rights sold: Simplified 
Chinese

20.4 x 28.1 cm
22 pages
Hardcover 
€ 13.00
All rights available

20 x 23.3 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 8.00
Rights sold: Korean, 
Italian, Simplified 
Chinese

BESTSELLING AUTHORS
AGE 2+EARLY YEARS

The latest toddler books by Michaël Escoffier, author of over 80 children books, sold worldwide (translated 
into English, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Korean, Portuguese, Chinese, Catalan & Norwegian, etc.)

A selection of toddler books by Barroux, author of over 30 children books, sold worldwide (translated into English, 
German, Spanish, Italian, Greek, Dutch, Danish, Finnish, Polish, Turkish, Korean, Simplified & Complex Chinese)

I NEED TO GO! OFF TO THE SHOWER!
ROCK, SCISSORS, PAPER

MY SUPER T-SHIRT 
AND I

A FISH LIKE NO OTHER IT’S MY BIRTHDAY

THE TIME TREE

LINA

MICHAEL ESCOFFIER & KARINE BELANGER

BARROUX

22, 000 copies sold



SERIES TO IMPROVE PARENTING SKILLS

AGE 1+EARLY YEARS

Les petites Lumières

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

A collection of 8 emotions that young children experience in their everyday 
lives - to learn how to welcome, understand and accept with sensitivity and 
gentleness children’s feelings.

EMOTIONS - KINDERGARTEN - TODDLERS

A series to help discuss some of the big questions that arise in the mind 
of a child as he grows up.  
Through a small fictional story and a conversation between Marcello and 
one of his parents, the reader gets to question his own understanding 
of a situation, respond to a problem he encounters and to reflect on it.

EMOTIONS - PHILOSOPHY - EDUCATION

ALL MY EMOTIONS!
By Kochka & Sophie Bouxom, Géraldine Cosneau, Marie Leghima,  
Raphaelle Michaud, Clémence Pénicaud

LITTLE LIGHTS
By Chiara Pastorini & Annick Masson

Double pages designed by a 
psychologist to put words on 
daily situations and help parents 
accompany their children in 
expressing how they feel.

20.5 x 24.3 cm
32 pages
Softcover 

€ 8.00

Already published
Rights sold in English, 

Spanish, Catalan, Basque, 
Galican, Korean, Complex 

and Simplified Chinese

22 x 24 cm
32 pages

Hardcover 
€ 11.00

Rights sold: Slovenian, 
Simplified Chinese

Philosophical conversations 
between a little boy and his parents.

A series to address some of the big 
questions that a child may have 
through a dialogue.

Already published:
VOL. 1: A ZEST FOR LIFE
VOL. 2: LIGHT AS A BUTTERFLY
VOL. 3: THE PATH TO HAPPINESS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BIND-UP
A compilation of 8 stories



SERIES TO IMPROVE PARENTING SKILLS
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Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BIND-UP
A compilation of 4 stories

20.7 x 24.2 cm
96 pages  

Hardcover 
€ 14.90 

A series designed by a psychologist to accompany toddlers and their 
parents in some of the key experiences in the life of a young child. 

A section with parental guidance at the end of the book. 

Welcome to the everyday lives of toddlers and their parents. 
Each book offers a funny story and advice from professionals to provide 
insight as to what’s happening in the minds of toddlers… and their parents. 
List of themes: the potty, separation, meals, fighting, sleep, the arrival of a 
baby brother, the pacifier. 

EDUCATION - KINDERGARTEN - TODDLERS

THE TODDLER YEARS  
By Flore Brunelet & Madeleine Brunelet 

AGE 1+EARLY YEARS

12 titles available  
BEWARE OF SCREENS! 
A YOUNGER BROTHER IS A WONDER! 
GO TO SLEEP MY LITTLE SHEEP! 
NEVER WITHOUT MY PACIFIER! 
DON’T RUN, GRAYSON ! 
EAT YOUR FOOD, MAHMOUD ! 
I’LL BE BACK SOON, JUNE ! 
USE YOUR POTTY, DOTTY 
MARK IS AFRAID OF THE DARK  
WHAT DO YOU MEAN, NO?! 
KITTY IS DEAD... 
I WANT TO DO IT ON MY OWN!

17 x 21,5 cm
24 pages  
Hardcover 
€ 6.50 
Rights sold: Polish

35, 000 copies sold

2 new titles



 A CLASSIC SERIES WITH OVER 230,000 COPIES SOLD IN FRANCE!     .

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

EARLY YEARS

CHAMALO
By Charlotte Moundlic & Marion Billet

A tender series featuring a cute little cat going through all the 
big steps of growing up!

EVERYDAY ADVENTURES - TODDLERS - ANIMALS - FAMILY

18 x 18 cm
22 pages
Hardcover with round edges 
€ 5.50
Series previously translated into 
English, Italian, Greek, Korean, 
Simplified & Complex Chinese

AGE 2+

A successful series reprinted and reedited over the years, 
written and illustrated by a renowned duo!
A collection of fiction titles around a lovable character, written 
for toddlers to help them go through the daily struggles of little 
ones.



 A CLASSIC SERIES WITH OVER 230,000 COPIES SOLD IN FRANCE!     .

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

21.5 x 30.5 cm
32 pages

Hardcover 
€ 12.50

All rights available

March 2024

130 000 copies sold
Poulette has just laid her very first egg, and she's in a big rush! She can't 
be late to the egg party. At the start of every spring, the queen hen picks 
the prettiest egg as the winner. But getting there is tricky! 

Poor Poulette trips and falls more than once, and other animals laugh at 
her, even teasing her egg. Despite all the trouble, Poulette doesn't stop 
trying and her perseverance pays off! In the end, her egg, though covered 
in mud and adorned with leaves and petals, is crowned the most beautiful 
of them all.

No better way to rediscover the origin of Easter than a new edition of the 
bestselling egg shaped picture book and its companion activity book. 

EASTER - HOLIDAY - ACTIVITIES

AGE 1+

MY FIRST EASTER EGG
By Zemanel & Amélie Dufour

ACTIVITY

Colouring, stickers, finders keepers, 
difference games, connect the dots... 
A colourful Easter activity book!

23 x 28 cm
48 pages
Hardcover 
€ 7.95
All rights available

March 2024



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE 4+

A new magical and tender bear story with enchanting timeless 
illustrations, perfect to get through the seasons.

FAMILY - BEARS - SEASONS - NATURE - TENDERNESS

29.5 x 26 cm
32 pages 
Hardcover with silver  foil 
stamping 
€ 14.50
All rights available

STARRY SUMMER NIGHTS
By Zemanel & Emilie Michaud

PICTURE BOOK

A BEARY CHRISTMAS
Already published

STARRY SUMMER NIGHTS
May 2024

Summer is here and tonight the heat is still spreading over the 
dry valley. For the very first time, the cubs are going to camp 
out on their own. Daddy Bear has given them a mission: to 
count the stars.
Lying on the grass, they observe the sky, but thunder rumbles. 
Everyone heads for shelter: the badger in his burrow, the owl 
in the hollow of a tree trunk and, when the rain pours down, 
the bat welcomes them into his cave.
Finally, the clouds disappear and the stars come out. The cubs 
count a thousand of them... and one that they will collect and 
give to Daddy Bear.

THE AUTUMN DANCE
Already published

Zemanel is also the author of Le Premier 
Oeuf de Pâques, Les Quatre Géants, and 
many other great Classics published by 
Père Castor. His stories have been translated 
into 8 languages!

16,000 copies sold of the first two books!



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

Finding your place without taking someone else's...

GARDEN - COUSINS - TOGETHERNESS

26 x 21 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 13.90
All rights available

April 2024

Mia and Pablo are on holiday with Grandma.

The two cousins decide to build a tree house just for 
them under the cherry tree in the garden. And they 
decorate it beautifully! How pretty their tree house is!

Soon, ants, a hen and a cat invited themselves into the 
tree house. So Mia and Pablo built a wall, a fence and a 
palisade to keep them out.

Now the tree house doesn't look like anything much. 
Mamie explains to the cousins that all these animals 
had their habits under the cherry tree long before 
they arrived; but perhaps they will agree to share this 
wonderful place?

AGE 4+PICTURE BOOK

THE HOUSE UNDER THE CHERRY TREE
By Céline Claire & Annick Masson

A childhood story enhanced by tender, gentle illustrations.

Themes of sharing and openness to others.



PICTURE BOOK

24 x 30 cm
32 pages

Hardcover 
€ 13.90

All rights available

May 2024

NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE 4+

When the discovery of friendship makes the 
world a sweeter place!

FRIENDSHIP - ADVENTURE - NATURE - LIFE'S PLEASURES

Eustache the cat goes off to see the world. 

Poof! Boum Boum! Eustache discovers the cold of the 
wind, the warmth of the sun, the sound of bees and the 
sweet smell of flowers. 

Then suddenly: Ouch! Ouch! Ouch! Eustache encounters 
something sharp: Raoul the hedgehog.

Together, they continue their journey of discovery. A 
changing world in which it’s good to be alive when you're 
not alone!

EUSTACHE & RAOUL
By Anne-Marie Chapouton & Rosalinde Bonnet



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE 4+

21 x 18 cm
32 pages
Softcover 
€ 5.95
All rights available

Already published

26 x 21 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 13.00
All rights available

Already published

A sweet and tender tale about taking your time... 
A hymn to slow life!

FRIENDSHIP - NATURE - TIME - HAPPINESS

A gentle and heartwarming story, an irresistible 
rambling tale...

SIBLINGS - GAMES - FOREST

STORY OF THE MOLE AND 
THE HASTY HARE
By Sylvie Fournout & Rosalinde Bonnet

HIDE AND SEEK
By Zemanel & Rosalinde Bonnet

PICTURE BOOK

Little Bear and his sister are inseparable! They love to play hide 
and seek in the forest. Today, it’s Little Bear’s turn to look for 
his sister. As soon as he hears leaves rustling, flowers waving, 
water splashing or scratching, he rushes off thinking he can 
find his sister. But each time, he finds another animal that 
won’t tell him where she is hidden. Sad and disappointed, he 
goes home. On the way, he smells his sister’s perfume, thinks 
and turns around: she was hidden behind him all along! And 
now, it’s Little Bear’s turn to hide!

Will-o’-wisp is frolicking in the meadows. Surprised by a storm, 
he takes shelter in a cave. He is soon joined by a tiny mole. 
When the sun comes out again, Will-o’-wisp decides to walk 
his new friend home, as she can’t see very well. Curious, the 
mole asks lots of questions: what is a frog like? what about 
grass? and trees?
Will-o’-wisp, who is always running around, doesn’t know how 
to answer. So he stops off with his new friend and together 
they observe and discover nature.

On the way home that evening, Will-o’-wisp doesn’t run – he 
takes his time.

7, 000 copies sold



NEW

AGE 4+PICTURE BOOK

THE WOLVES AND THE FOUR SEASONS
By Elyssa Bejaoui & Barbara Brun

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

In her den, Snow, the white she-wolf, is looking after 
her cubs. The first is of a beautiful silver colour, like the 
fish swimming in the river. The second is as golden as 
the sun. And the third is as red as a campfire. 

As the days go by, the cubs grow up, and the time 
comes for them to leave the den. As the seasons go 
by, each one sets foot outside and leaves, proud of 
what he has become… 

29.5 x 26 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 14.50
All rights available

September 2024

Follow Snow, the white wolf, and her little cubs as they grow up 
and explore the big, wild world.

SEASONS - TENDERNESS - SEPARATION



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

The latest picture book written by 
rising talent Juliette Adam

21 x 26 cm
48 pages
Hardcover 
€ 14.50
All rights available

Already published

A sweet story about the importance of  protecting 
magic and dreams.

DREAM - LIGHTS - FAMILY - MAGIC - JOY

AGE 6+PICTURE BOOK

THE GARDEN OF LIGHTS
By Juliette Adam & Barbara Brun

“My family isn’t like other families, not really. You probably know us. My 
parents created the Garden of Lights. Getting there couldn’t be easier. 
Go up Seahorses Street, then Anemone Avenue, turn right when you 
get to the bakery that smells of caramel, cinnamon and lavender. And 
that’s it, you’ve arrived. »

In the Garden of Lights, you can walk around in giant snow globes, spend 
hours in the cinema of dreams or marvel at magnificent fireworks… 

But one day, the town’s mayor decides to close down the Garden for it 
« serves no purpose ». Naïm invites him to visit the garden in the hope 
of changing his mind…



NEW

Olivier Clerc 
& Gaia Bordicchia 

ou le secret du bonheur
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ia Olivier Clerc 
& Gaia Bordicchia 

YOU ARE WHO YOU ARE 
... THE SECRET 
OF NON-VIOLENT 
COMMUNICATION

YOU ARE THE 
GARDENER  
OF YOUR HEART... THE 
SECRET OF HAPPINESS

I CAN DO IT ON MY 
OWN! 
... THE SECRET OF 
SOLIDARITY

YOU HAVE A SPECIAL 
GIFT

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

PICTURE BOOK AGE 4+

POMPOM & THE NON-VIOLENT COMMUNICATION
By Olivier Clerc & Gaia Bordicchia

A sweet, colourful series in which Pompom the little rabbit (and the reader!) learns 
how to become the greatest version of himself and his own source of happiness. 
Through 4 poetic and enlightening stories, to be read as little lessons in wisdom, 
learn with Pompom how to live in the present moment and grow up with serenity.

NON-VIOLENT COMMUNICATION - SELF CONFIDENCE - HAPPINESS - LEARNING

18 x 24 cm
48 pages
Hardcover
€ 12,50
Rights sold: Complex & 
Simplified Chinese, Korean, 
Russian, Polish, Turkish and 
Romanian, Bulgarian, Italian

A series by Olivier Clerc who trained with 
Marshall Rosenberg, founder of the Non-
Violent Communication (NVC). 

A fable that promotes the themes of self-
confidence and being one’s own source 
of happiness.

Sold in 9 languages!

Already published: 

220, 000 copies sold worldwide



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

A series about the natural mechanisms of 
nature and preservation of the environment, 
by the author of bestselling series Charlock

AGE 4+PICTURE BOOK

Each day spent with Granny Carrot is an opportunity for little Basilic to learn 
something about the garden. And there is so much to learn there! 
At the end of each book, children and parents will find a double-page spread 
giving a few scientific explanations (perfectly adapted to young children!) 
about the topic addressed in the story.

NATURE - GARDEN - PLANTS - SUPERPOWER

23.5 x 29 cm
40 pages 
Hardcover 
€ 14.90

SPECIAL EDITION: THE 
COLOURS OF NATURE

100, 000 copies sold worlwide

Sold in 9 languages

17 x 21 cm
32 pages

Hardcover 
€ 7.90

April 2024

Rights to the series sold in Spanish, Catalan, Basque, 
Italian, Korean, Turkish, Bulgarian & Simplified Chinese

Basilic has dressed up as a superhero for a 
birthday party. When he finds his Granny Carrot, 
he asks her if she too - like Spiderman or Batman 
- has superpowers. Of course, Granny Carrot has 
a superpower: she talks to plants! And do plants 
have superpowers too?
Here’s a new opportunity for Granny Carrot and 
Basilic to learn something new.

VOL. 1: HOW DO 
TREES POOP?

VOL. 2: DO FLOWERS 
FALL IN LOVE?

VOL. 3: BAD WEEDS 
DON’T EXIST!

VOL. 4: HOW DO 
PLANTS COME 
ABOUT?

BASILIC’S GARDEN:
PLANTS HAVE SUPERPOWERS!
By Sébastien Perez & Annelore Parot



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

The first picture book written by Sophie Astrabie whose 
three adult novels have sold over 130 000 copies!

24 x 30 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 14.50
All rights available

Already published

A colourful picture book that has little Billie finding out her 
grandmother has an unsuspected admirer! 

FAMILY - TENDERNESS - LOVE - INVESTIGATION

AGE 4+PICTURE BOOK

GRANDMA SUZIE’S LANDROMAT
By Sophie Astrabie & Maurèen Poignonec

21 x 26 cm
48 pages  

Hardcover, 5-colour printing 
for cover and interiors

€ 14.00
Rights sold in: Greek, Korean

SUNFLOWER YELLOW
Already published
By Juliette Adam 

& Maurèen Poignonec

For little Billie, no place feels like home quite as much as her Grandma 
Suzie’s dry cleaning shop – that is because her grandma is a bit of a 
magician. Even the most stubborn stains cannot resist her powers!
The shop has a lot of regulars – but the most loyal of them is Monsieur 
Pierre, who is as loyal as he is rude and strange. He comes in every 
afternoon with a stained shirt. Every day it is a different shirt and 
different stain. But it is always right on the heart. Why so ?

Little Billie decides to investigate…



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

« Welcome to Paris!
I’m Loulou, the concierge’s cat. I like to wander from one 
floor to another to say hello to my neighbours and see 
what is going on. Would you like to meet them? Then 
follow me! »

Curious and observant, Loulou the cat takes us with him 
on a tour of the building to meet its inhabitants who come 
and go, and live beautiful stories as seasons pass.

A cat invites us to take a peak at the lives of 
the neighbours inhabiting his building as the 
months go by.

CAT - HIDE AND SEEK - WHERE IS WALDO ?

A beautiful large-format picture book 
with illustrations full of details that will 
delight curious children! 

27 x 35 cm
32 pages
Hardcover 
€ 16.50
Rights sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese

Already published

PICTURE BOOK AGE 5+

IN THE CAT’S BUILDING
By Dao Nguyen



VOL. 1: A BEAUTIFUL LIFE VOL. 2: LIL’ SAILORS

VOL. 3: SANTA’S MISHAP VOL. 4: LADIES AND 
CHILDREN FIRST

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

“There is some Sempé & Goscinny’s Petit Nicolas in this book” - France Inter

“Timeless stories, with unlimited potential” - Ouest France

“The childhood pleasures of slow-paced holidays in the countryside” - Le télégramme 

17 x 22 cm 
48 pages
Hardcover 
€ 9.50
Rights sold in Greek, 
Spanish & Catalan

AGE 6+PICTURE BOOK

“My name is Clovis, I am seven years old, and my absolute favourite 
thing in life is going to Grandma and Grandpa’s, they have a little house 
next to the seaside, and it’s great! They let me do all the things that are 
forbidden at home – which is A LOT of things. But the best thing about 
them is their dog. I just love him! He’s always causing little disasters. 
His name is Oups, you can guess why...”

FAMILY - GRANDPARENTS - HOLIDAYS - DOG - HUMOUR

CLOVIS & OUPS
By Aurélie Valognes & François Ravard

17 x 22 cm
144 pages 
Hardcover 

€ 17.90

Already published
THE THREE FIRST VOLUMES 
NOW IN A BIND-UP EDITION
With new exclusive illustrations and 
adventures for our two little heroes!

55, 000 copies sold

By bestselling author Aurélie Vallognes (over one million copies sold per year!) whose 
books have been translated into 15 languages, and by illustrator François Ravard, 
mostly known for his comics illustrations and who recently illustrated the Middle 
Grade fiction: Les filles ne montent pas si haut d’habitude, which won the 2021 Middle 
Grade award (Pépite) in Montreuil.



NEW

AGE 8+PICTURE BOOK

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

A poetic and moving story illustrated with 
superb watercolours by François Ravard. 

Every day, Zélie walks the path to her favourite beach... but 
there's always one obstacle: the house of Reinette, a surly 
old woman who terrorises the local children.

One morning, she discovers a bottle washed up by the sea 
containing a letter from a woman addressed to a man she 
once loved and who disappeared forever to the other side 
of the ocean. The letter is signed Reinette.

Zélie can't believe it. Intrigued, she decides to reply...

26 x 21 cm
48 pages
Hardcover 
€ 14.90
All rights available

June 2024

A little girl, an old woman and a lost love. A poetic and moving story 
illustrated with superb watercolours by François Ravard.

LOVE - HOPE - CROSS-GENERATION - LETTER-WRITTING

REINETTE
By Emmanuel Bourdier & François Ravard



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

A fantastic leporello that is almost 2 metres long to 
discover Santa's village and explore all its little houses!

With flaps to lift to peak inside the 
houses

AGE 3+

A magical quest through a snowy Christmas village, where secrets 
and surprises await behind the door of each winter house!

CHRISTMAS - MAGICAL CREATURES - SANTA

In the Christmas village, everything is white and quiet. 

Everyone is at home except for Lulu who is looking for 
his friend the reindeer. Where could he be? From house 
to house, Lulu knocks on doors and meets the elves who 
are all very busy on Christmas Eve. But there's no sign of 
his friend!

But maybe, the little reindeer is comfortably settled in 
Lulu's house, keeping an eye on Father Christmas as he 
rests before his grand tour.

21.5 x 27 cm
18 pages
Hardcover bound Leporello folded with flaps 
(Concertina fold) - Fastened with a ribbon 
€ 15.90
All rights available

November 2024

NOVELTY BOOK

SANTA'S VILLAGE
By Magdalena & Lucille Michieli



NEW

28,000 copies sold

2021 EDITION
COVER BY CHARLOTTE GASTAUT

2023 EDITION
COVER BY DJOHR

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE 2+NOVELTY BOOK

PERE CASTOR’S ADVENT CALENDAR
24 stories by different authors and illustrators, assembled in a lavish case, 
with three different covers by Djohr, Charlotte Gastaut and Sophie Lebot

A beautiful object to wait for Christmas with classic tales and 
original stories from the Père Castor catalogue.

CHRISTMAS - NOVELTY BOOK - CALENDAR - CLASSIC TALES

35 x 35 cm 
Luxury case with a rounded top, 
which opens-up as a book
Fastened with satin ribbons
Contains 24 miniature books 
€ 25.90
Rights sold in Spanish

October 2024

24 magical stories to read each day while waiting for Santa!

Featuring children’s favourite fairy tales!

A luxury case beautifully illustrated by Flammarion’s most 
iconic illustrators.

Three different covers to chose from.

COVER BY SOPHIE LEBOT



18 x 24 cm
96 pages
Hardcover
€ 12.00

Already published

PICTURE BOOK

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

12 challenging mythology-
themed labyrinths

24 fascinating animal tales In comic book format

AGE 7+

MYTHOLOGY CLASSICS
Written by Michel Laporte & Françoise Rachmühl

Illustrated by Charlotte Gastaut, Sébastien Pelon & Nathalie Ragondet

SPECIAL EDITIONS

BESTSELLING MYTHOLOGY TITLES

THE MYTHOLOGY  
GAME BOOK

ANIMALS IN MYTHOLOGY THE GREATEST GODS IN 
MYTHOLOGY



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

MYTHICAL WOMEN
By Françoise Rachmühl & François Roca

NON-FICTION AGE 10+

A retelling of Greek mythology as seen through the eyes of its 
most iconic women.

GREEK MYTHOLOGY - WOMEN - HEROINES

What would mythology be without women? Whether 
warriors, traitors, nannies or simply wives, they have left 
their mark on historical narratives.

A much-needed rereading of mythology from a new angle 
by Françoise Rachmühl.

18 x 26 cm
96 pages

Hardcover
€ 16.90

Rights sold in 
German & Italian

Already published

• Helen of Troy
• Andromache
• Penelope
• Eurycleia of Ithaca
• Electra

• Antigone
• Ariadne
• Antiope
• Medea
• Alcestis

Ten portraits of women, with stunning 
illustrations by François Roca:

New title coming out in Fall 2024 
about legendary fairies



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE 7+

Can you rescue Paris from a terrible fate?

PARIS - MAGIC SPELL - ADVENTURE - RIDDLES

21.5 x 28 cm
48 pages
Hardcover 
€ 13.50
All rights available 
English translation available

May 2024

It's a catastrophe, a witch has put a spell on Paris! The gargoyles of 
Notre-Dame are terrifying tourists, the Eiffel Tower has been trapped 
in a giant snow globe and  the metro station exit has turned into a 
carnivorous plant... 

To find and stop the witch, readers must set off on a chase and follow 
the clues on every page. But beware of false leads: only 1 path leads 
to the culprit. 

A book in which you are the hero, with games on every page: search 
and find, maze, differences, etc. 

• 20 riddles to solve in this original, interactive 
discovery of Paris.
• A "You-are-hero" book with 35 possible routes.
• 20 emblematic places to discover through 
humorous illustrations full of details.

THE PARIS GAME BOOK
By Jeanne Boyer & Martin Desbat

ACTIVITY BOOK

NEW



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

ACTIVITY BOOK AGE 6+

INVESTIGAME
By Estelle Vidard, Crescence Bouvarel, Sébastien Chebret & Gérald Guerlais

A first introduction to the whodunnit genre in book format!

Clues to find on each page and little die-cut characters

18, 000 copies sold

Who stole Santa’s red jacket? Who cheated during the chivalry tournament? Who got the wrong 
suitcase at the airport? Who stole the tickets to the Eiffel Tower? Who passed out on the dark 
ride? A collection of 7 thematic activity books with plenty of mysteries to investigate!

12 riddles, 20 suspects!
Each book comes with its little enigmas and gallery of suspects: children 
can then decipher the evidence and find the clues hidden in the 
illustrations to eliminate the suspects one by one and find who did it!

ACTIVITIES - MYSTERIES - WHODUNNIT

NEW

21.5 x 27 cm
32 pages with  
20 die-cut characters 
Hardcover with 
rounded corners
€ 13.50
All rights available 

AT SANTA’S   
AT THE CASTLE  
SUMMER HOLIDAYS 
IN PARIS
SCARY TIMES!  
AT SCHOOL 
THE ATHLETES
7 titles available



NEW SERIES

14 x 19 cm
32 pages

Softcover with flaps 
€ 5.80

All rights available

Already published

BABY DOGA BIKE FOR TWOTHE ANT SCHOOL

BACK TO SCHOOL PANCAKE PARTY SNOW DAY

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

FIRST READERS AGE 6+

Join Zélie and Roméo in this enchanting collection of stories that celebrate 
friendship, imagination, and the simple joys of childhood. Each adventure 
is filled with warmth, laughter, and the timeless magic of growing up 
together.

FRIENDSHIP - CHILDHOOD - ADVENTURES

SUPER MATES
By Magdalena & Chiara Baglioni



N
EW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

15 x 19.5 cm
32 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 5.80
All rights available

A new series for young readers to discover the 
behind-the-scenes of one of the world’s most 
famous monuments!

Gustave the cat lives on the first floor of the Eiffel Tower, sharing his 
home with Parisian pigeons and Roberto, the head tourist guide. 

CAT - PARIS - EIFFEL TOWER - ELECTRICITY - HUMOUR - INVESTIGATION

AGE 6+

GUSTAVE, THE EIFFEL TOWER CAT
By Pascal Brissy & Jess Pauwels

FIRST READERS

VOL 1: WHO TURNED THE 
LIGHTS ON?
Already published

VOL 2: RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!
Already published

VOL 3: WHAT A FUNNY EGG!
March 2024

This morning, Gustave discovers an egg. For his friend the 
pigeon Délingo, there is no doubt: the egg is the responsibility 
of whoever has found it: Gustave  it’s up to you to cover it until 
it hatches! But the egg gradually melts and leaves funny marks 
on the cat’s coat...



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

FIRST READERS AGE 6+

15 x 19.5 cm
48 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 6.10
Rights sold: Italian, 
Romanian, Ukrainian

BANDIT, DOG GENIUS 
By Pascal Brissy & Mehdi Doigts

6 published titles

Bandit is Leonardo da Vinci’s dog. Dopey and 
clumsy, he’s far from a genius! Yet despite 
himself, he always manages to secretly solve 
all kinds of enigmas on behalf of his beloved 
master, and he never hesitates to face up to 
his rival, Machiavelli.

DA VINCI - ITALY - ART - GENIUS 

15 x 19.5 cm
48 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 6.10
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

LITTLE EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES 
By Pierre Gemme & Mary Gribouille

6 published titles

Aouni is a resourceful girl living in Ancient 
Egypt who has been gifted with magical 
powers. With the help of her cat Finou and 
the friends she makes along the way, Aouni 
will solve lots of mysteries. A series filled with 
scary tombs, dangerous bandits, mysterious 
temples, and powerful Gods!

ANCIENT EGYPT - MAGIC - CAT - GODS

THE VET BRIGADE 
By Pierre Gemme & Ewen Blain

11 published titles

Follow Inès and Lucas, the apprentice vets, on 
their rescue missions. Each title of the series 
is an opportunity to learn more about animal 
welfare and environmental protection. 

ANIMALS - CARE - SIBLINGS 

15 x 19.5 cm
64 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 6.60
All rights available

LYA AND MATHIS’ INVESTIGATIONS 
By Estelle Vidard & Benjamin Strickler

3 published titles

Lya and Mathis are step-siblings – they are both 
9 years old and are inseperable! Together, they 
love investiguing all the intriguing events they 
notice in their daily life. 

INVESTIGATION - ADVENTURE - TRAVEL - 
BLENDED FAMILY 

15 x 19.5 cm
64 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 6.60
All rights available

17,000 copies sold 

Sold in 3 languages

40,000 copies sold 



N
EW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

VOL. 1: HENRIETTE OR THE 
WILD WORLD

Already published

Since leaving her cage for the wild, Henriette has been welcomed 
into the family of voles, whose lives she saved when their burrow 
was flooded.

 
After a winter of warmth, it's time for the tribe to begin the Great 
Migration to a new territory. But the quest for this little paradise 
is far from easy, and many dangers stand in their way. Faced with 
men, rats, cats and even lynxes, the members of the tribe will have 
to show their courage and solidarity to survive!

Henriette, the freedom-loving guinea pig, is back for a new adventure!

NATURE - ADVENTURE - REFUGE

14 x 19 cm
80 pages

Softcover with flaps 
€ 8.90

All rights available

May 2024

HENRIETTE AND THE GREAT JOURNEY
By Amélie Dufour & Claire Frossard

AGE 8+MIDDLE GRADE



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

14 x 19 cm
96 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 9.50
All rights available

A new colourful series for young readers at 
the crossroads between Miami Vice and 
Dinosaurs, in the same format as Charlock!

Two volumes coming out in 2024.

VOL. 2: THE EGG GANGSTERS 
Already published

A new case shakes up the calm 
atmosphere at the police station 
– much to the delight of Inspector 
Raptor who has never been one to 
enjoy a day of peace and quiet : three 
Sauropod eggs have been stolen 
during the night!
A search for clues, a neighbourhood 
investigation, a chase through the city, 
an infiltration and, of course, a well-
executed interrogation...  Sybille, Cops, 
Raptor and Doc will stop at nothing to 
track down the criminals.

VOL. 1: DINO HEIST 
Already published

Just another boring day at the office 
for Lieutenant Raptor... there is not a 
single mystery to solve...
Fortunately, while watching TV, their 
favourite programme is interrupted 
by some breaking news about a 
bank robbery! The Dinosaur Bureau 
of Investigation immediately takes 
up the investigation, more ready than 
ever to arrest dangerous criminals 
and bring justice to the city!

VOL. 3: JURASSIC RAP 
March 2024

Raptor and his team are on a mission 
to protect Joe, a major rap star. 
Witness to a robbery and blackmail, 
Joe is now under threat from the 
Genovese family.
While Cops is a big fan of the rapper, 
Raptor is less fond of his rhymes. But 
they’re going to do everything in their 
power to protect the rap star’s scales. 
But until the secret trial date, anything 
can happen...

14,000 copies sold in just 3 months!

AGE 7+FIRST READERS

Follow the wild adventures of a police precinct in a world 
inhabited by dinosaurs!

DINOSAURS - INVESTIGATIONS - MYSTERIES - HUMOUR

RAPTOR’S INVESTIGATIONS
By Laurent Souillé, Olivier Souillé & Etienne Friess



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AN ADORABLE SERIES BY BESTSELLING DUO 
BENJAMIN LACOMBE & SEBASTIEN PEREZ

Already sold in 10 languages! 
275,000 copies sold worldwide

Collector edition!

Already published in the series: 
VOL. 1: THE MOUSE DISAPPEARANCE
VOL. 2: THE DOG-BISCUIT MYSTERY 
VOL. 3: THE CASE OF THE MISSING NECKLACE 

VOL. 4: THE CATMURAI CURSE
VOL. 5: THE GOLDEN TIKKI QUEST
VOL. 6: THE TERRIBLE SNOW MONSTER

VOL. 7: THE SICILIAN MOB
May 2024

14 x 19 cm
80 pages
Softcover with flaps 
€ 8.90
Rights to the series 
sold in German, 
Russian, Italian, 
Turkish, Spanish, 
Catalan, Basque, 
Galician, Greek and 
Ukrainian

19 x 25 cm
80 pages
Hardcover with 
flaps and gold 
pantone
€ 15.90

COLLECTOR EDITION: 
TUTANCATMUN’S TREASURE
Already published  

Charlock is a cat. Like all cats, he has many lives. And much more than just nine! 
In each of his new lives, Charlock has a new master and spends a few years at his 
side. It’s a bit like a lottery; Charlock NEVER knows with whom he is going to end up, 
and more surprisingly, where or when! Europe, America or Papua New Guinea? In the 
19th, 20th century or the Middle Ages?! This is the greatest mystery! Charlock lands 
wherever his destiny has decided to take him…

CAT - MYSTERIES - TRAVEL

AGE 7+

CHARLOCK
By Sébastien Pérez & Benjamin Lacombe

FIRST READERS



N
EW

AGE 7+MIDDLE GRADE

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

14 x 19.5 cm
128 pages with colour 
illustrations inside 
Hardcover
€ 11.95
All rights available 

Welcome to the dark world of Tenebria, come and meet  
Cassandra the vampire, Valentin the ghost, Jack the skeleton 
and Oliver the demon - four Little Monsters who might kill you... 
with laughter!

FANTASY - MONSTERS - FRIENDSHIP - ADVENTURE - GHOSTS

TENEBRIA
By Fabrice Colin & Gérald Guerlais

A perfect first introduction to fantasy for first readers!

A renowned and prolific fantasy and science-fiction author whose works 
have been rewarded on three occasions with the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire, 
and whose Children’s titles have sold over one million copies!

DARKSHIRE MANOR
Already published

Always on the look out for new 
adventures, our four little heroes 
never shy away from any danger, 
whether it is a mysterious egg 
fallen from the sky (which they 
should definitely be wary of!) or an 
enigmatic, coffee-addict vampire! 

DARKSHIRE CREATURES
Already published

Despite the arguments that may 
arise from living together, the 
little monsters will have to stick 
together if they want to escape 
the terrible Creatures-f rom-
Down-Below or the infernal 
Black Ball.

MYSTERY VALLEY
Already published

Tenebria is the scene of many mysteries... 
Who has kidnapped Sidonie’s mistress, 
and how do you send an earthling who 
has landed at the manor by mistake 
home? The little monsters will have to 
investigate. But beware of unpleasant 
encounters!



N
EW

MIDDLE GRADE

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

A new series to dive right into a fantastic world full of 
dragons!

All the codes of fantasy in a well-constructed text 
accessible to readers aged 7 and over.

A fascinating world with 
colourful characters!

A second title coming out in 
November 2024.

14.5 x 20 cm
192 pages
Hardcover 
€ 13.50
All rights available

A new series for fans of dragons and adventures!

DRAGONS - FANTASY - ADVENTURE

AGE 8+

THE DRAGON PEOPLE
By Anne Auger & Eloïse Girard

BOOK ONE: THE FORTRESS
February 2024

Aurora, who has always been fascinated by dragons, has 
inherited from her mother the gift of communicating with 
them. 

One night, a dragoness brings her wounded son Neptune to her, 
asking the young girl to help save him. While doing so, Aurora 
discovers that the Commander and his men are keeping dragons 
prisoner inside the Fortress, inflicting torments on them to steal 
their blood, which could be the key to immortality.  

Accompanied by her friend Lad, Aurora sets out to thwart the 
Commander’s plans and set the dragons free.



N
EW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

Do you know Murphy’s Law? Everything that can go wrong, will 
go wrong, and at the worst possible time...

HUMOUR - BAD LUCK - INVESTIGATION - FUNFAIR

14.5 x 20 cm
132 pages
Softcover 
€ 12.00
All rights available

February 2024

A CHAIN OF DISASTERS!
By Hubert Ben Kemoun

AGE 9+MIDDLE GRADE

Do you know Murphy’s Law? Everything that can go 
wrong, will go wrong, and at the worst possible time...

That’s exactly the situation Alexandre finds himself 
in. While he was trying to impress his girlfriend at 
the funfair, the chain reactions turned into a total 
castatrophe. 

Stuck in the inspector’s office, Alexandre tries to find 
a logical explanation...

A humourous thriller by a key author of 
children’s literature, with 40,000 copies sold 
of his previous novels



NEW

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

Illustrated by Ronan Badel, author of Petit Sapiens, Pépère Le Chat & 
illustrator of the Dragons, Father & Son series, translated into English, 
Russian, Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Turkish, Danish & Korean.

AGE 9+MIDDLE GRADE

THE ADVENTURES OF ME
By Charly Delwart & Ronan Badel

14.6 x 19.8 cm 
144 pages
Softcover
€ 12.50
Rights sold: Russian

A series of diaries written by 10-year-old Gaspard as he is faced 
with all the relatable struggles of young boys: How to be taken 
seriously by adults? And how to deal with the disgusting thing 
that is love?

GROWING-UP - HUMOUR - DIARY 

VOL. 2: MY GREAT LOVE 
STORY JOURNAL
Gaspard discovers what it 
means to be in love when the 
new girl, Julia, walks into his 
class.
He refuses to look like the idiot 
his friend Igor looked when 
he fell in love with a girl last 
summer, and to be called by an 
equally idiotic nickname.

But how do you stop being in 
love?

10,000 copies sold 

VOL. 3: MY PROTEST 
JOURNAL
Gaspard learns that the 
vacant lot where he plays 
every week is to be turned 
into a supermarket. Although 
everyone seems quite alright 
with the situation, Gaspard 
has no intention of letting it 
happen.
His secret diary becomes a 
tactical notebook to organize 
resistance:  Gaspard and 
his friends are going to do 
everything in their power to 
save their playground. Because 
being only 10 years old doesn’t 
mean you can’t stand up for 
your ideas!

VOL. 1: MY RUNNING-AWAY 
JOURNAL
Like all 10-year-old boys, 
Gaspard wants his parents to 
think he’s grown up. But they 
have decided to force him to 
choose his future school. So 
Gaspard decides to run away!

But running away takes 
planning... What should he 
eat? What if he meets bears 
or wolves? It’s all getting very 
complicated...



NEW SERIES

MIDDLE GRADE

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

14.5 x 20 cm
200 pages
Softcover 
€ 11.90
All rights available

May 2024

VOL. 1: THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 

Diane, nicknamed Diane Apple Tea, is the great-niece of the King of 
England. One day, she learns that a mysterious ghost is threatening 
to attack the King.

Diane sets off to Paris in search of the ghost, accompanied by 
her friends and her faithful Scottish corgi. This is the perfect 
opportunity for Diane, who has a passion for monsters of all kinds, 
to investigate this mysterious and legendary ghost.

To be published:
VOL. 2: THE LOCHNESS MONSTER
VOL. 3: MAKING PEACE WITH THE PAST 

AGE 9+

Diane and her team are always on the trail of unsolved mysteries.

GHOSTS - PLOTS - ROYALTY - ENGLAND

DIANE APPLE TEA AGENCY
By Sabrina Inghilterra & Bérengère Delaporte



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

AGE 8+

14 x 19 cm
80 pages with two-colour 
illustrations inside 
Softcover 
€ 8.50
All rights available

THE HUSKIES CLUB 
By Lucie Baratellli & Mary-Gaël Tramon

3 published titles

At the Arctic Sled Dog Club, Theo, Lucy and Hannah 
only have one motto: in a pack we always progress 
together!

SLED DOGS - FRIENDSHIP - ANIMALS - SNOWSTORM 

14 x 19,5 cm
128 pages with two-colour 
illustrations inside
Softcover 
€ 9.00
All rights available

THE GUARDIANS OF THE EARTH 
By Madeleine Féret-Fleury, Marushka Hullot-Guiot & 
Aurélie Guarino

3 published titles

A new series featuring three young heroes tasked 
with the difficult mission of helping preserve the 
Earth and its wonders. Thrilling stories that are 
perfect for raising awareness of ecological issues 
among young readers. 

ECOLOGY - SUPERPOWERS - AWARENESS

THE HOUSE OF LOST WORDS 
By Kochka & Thibault Prugne

One-shot

Ravi is a little Indian boy who lives in France with his 
adoptive father and his Indian mother Asha. Raised by 
a mother who  keeps to herself, Ravi grows up without 
knowing his history...

ADOPTION - VIOLENCE - ORIGINS

14.5 x 20 cm
96 pages
Softcover 
€ 6.60
Sold in Italian and 
Romanian

14.5 x 20 cm
96 pages
Softcover 
€ 6.60
All rights available

WEDNESDAY WITH GRANPA 
By Emmanuel Bourdier & Laurent Simon

One-shot

Simon’s grandfather has Alzheimer’s disease, and if his 
memory fails him, Simon says that he has ‘popped out
again’. Whenever that happens, anything he sees prompts 
him to come up with incredible stories about pirates and 
detectives – much to his grandson’s delight

FAMILY - MEMORY LOSS - GRANDPARENTS

THE TRAVELLERS 
By Emmanuel Bourdier & Thomas Baas

One-shot

Today is Geronimo’s first day in a new school. It is always 
the same thing: new faces, new teachers, but always the 
same prejudices against kids like him; against Travellers. 
He knows he must not get attached to anyone: he is only 
passing by. However, this time, there is something different.

IMMIGRATION - EXCLUSION - RACISM

14 x 19 cm
192 pages
Softcover 
€ 13.00
All rights available

MIDDLE GRADE



AGE 11+MIDDLE GRADE

   «THE QUEEN OF FANTASY»                                            
                              - L’alsace magazine    

   CASSANDRA O’DONNELL 

THE CROCHEMORT TWINS
By Cassandra O’Donnell

Silence and Oriel are twins. They are also orphans. In the car incident that took their 
parents’ lives, Silence died too. But only for a few moments. When she came back 
to life, she was no longer alone: a demon is hiding inside her. A demon only she can 
see and hear...
Forced to leave their home behind, the two siblings are sent to stay at their estranged 
grandparents’ place. But soon after arriving in Crochemort Town, Silence and Oriel 
realize they are not welcome there…

FANTASY - DEMONS - FAMILY SECRETS - MACABRE

13.5 x x 21 cm
450 pages
Softcover 
€ 15.00
Rights sold: Russian, 
Ukrainian

A fantasy series at the 
crossroads between 

Netflix hit show 
Wednesday, Miss 

Peregrine and A series 
of unfortunate events.

VOL. 1: THE CURSE
Already published

VOL. 2: THE POSSESSION
June 2024

   24,000 COPIES SOLD OF THE FIRST      
   VOLUME IN LESS THAN A YEAR!

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

NEW



NEW

   «THE QUEEN OF FANTASY»                                            
                              - L’alsace magazine    

Available in both 
softcover and hardcover 

collector edition

VOL. 1: THE HEIRESS

When a series of murders takes place in the witches’ 
village, Leonora and her best friend Ariel flee to the 
vampires, where she is reunited with her father.  
She discovers that an evil shadow is behind the murders. To 
prevent a massacre between the vampire and witch clans, 
Leonora must find and confront this shadow.

   24,000 COPIES SOLD OF THE FIRST      
   VOLUME IN LESS THAN A YEAR!

AGE 15+

DEAD GARDEN
By Cassandra O’Donnell

Leonora is no ordinary witch. Not only is her father a vampire, but 
she can also see spirits and guide them into the afterlife. 

WITCHES - VAMPIRES - POWERS

  LATEST SERIES BY OUR BESTSELLING AUTHOR

15.2 x 24 cm
400 pages 
Hardcover collector 
edition with jacket and 
coloured edges 
€ 16.90 
February 2024

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

IN TOP 3 BESTSELLING FANTASY TITLES IN FRANCE!

    17,000 COPIES SOLD IN JUST 3 WEEKS!

 YOUNG ADULT



AGE 9+

CASSANDRA O'DONNELL
Previous series

          TRANSLATION OF THE FIRST VOLUMES AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH!    

          545,000 COPIES SOLD OF HER PREVIOUS MIDDLE GRADE SERIES!

HELLSWOOD
Completed series with  
8 published volumes.

SCHOOL OF  
SHADOWS

Ongoing series with  
4 published volumes.

THE LEGEND OF 
THE FOUR

Completed series with  
4 published volumes.

Age 10+
13,5 x 21 cm
304 pages
Softcover 
€ 12,50
Rights sold: Italian, 
Russian

Age 12+
13.5 x 21 cm
358 pages
Softcover 
€ 15,50
Rights sold: Italian, 
Russian 

Age 9+
14 x 20 cm
224 pages 
Softcover
€ 10,00
All rights available 

DARKLANDS
Completed series with  

3 published volumes  
or 1 bind-up.

Age 9+
13,5 x 21 cm
620 pages
Softcover 
€ 16,50
All rights available

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

MIDDLE GRADE

Age 4+
24.7 x 28 cm
48 pages
Hardcover 
€ 13,00
Rights sold: Japanese, 
Russian

And for younger fans of thrilling adventures, 
Cassandra O’Donnell is also the author of 
a picture book illustrated by Jean-Mathias 
Xavier, GRIMELDA, THE SALEM MOUSE



Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

15.3 x 22.7 cm
448 pages

Softcover with flaps 
€ 16.90

Rights sold: Italian

Beginning of the 20th century. 
From Vienna to Odessa. From Kiev to Siberia. 
The odyssey of five young people who seem to have nothing 
in common but are brought together by a strange threat.

FANTASY - FRIENDSHIP - MUSIC - MAGIC

MALDOROR
By Philippe Lechermeier

Cover illustration by Charlotte Gastaut

VOL. 3: OTHERNIGHT 
October 2023

From New York to St Louis, then 
along the Mississippi, Anja, Piotr, Jorn, 
Pepina and Tchavolo continue their 
quest for the truth, while Anja’s Death 
draws nearer, soon ready to reveal 
itself…

 MIDDLE GRADE

VOL. 2: THE FAWN PRINCE 
October 2022

The Children of the Legend leave 
the cold plains of Siberia and f ind 
themselves in Vienna where many 
threats continue to weigh on them. 

Separated from her f riends, Anja 
returns to her former life and takes 
part in a prestigious violin competition, 
which allows her to study her passion 
in Paris. 

Meanwhile, Piotr, Jørn, Pepina and 
Tchavolo seek to learn more about the 
legend of Maldoror and join Anja in 
the City of Light in search of the truth.

VOL. 1: THE CHILDREN OF THE 
LEGEND 
March 2022

While revolution is rumbling all over 
Eastern Europe,  five children with 
nothing in common are brought 
together by circumstances and 
must escape from many enemies: 
Ukrainian criminals, a secret police 
and a tyrannical Ataman who dreams 
of restoring a lost kingdom... Maldoror.

Maldoror is the story of a forgotten 
legend, of territories to be conquered 
and of upheavals to come. It is also 
the story of friendship between five 
children, and their mysterious link to 
a wonderful lost world.

AGE 11+



NEW

 YOUNG ADULT

Sophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.frSophie Baro – Foreign Rights Manager – sbaro@flammarion.fr

Five teenagers coming together in spite of 
their differences and tough secrets...

IMAGINATION - FAMILY - GRIEF - FOREST

The first Young Adult novel of a rising 
talent of children literature

4,000 copies sold in just two months - 
exceptional for a first novel!

15.2 x 24 cm
350 pages
Softcover 
€ 17.50
All rights available

January 2024

AGE 15+

TOWARDS THE GLOW
By Juliette Adam

Five teenagers, Léo, Alice, Sarah, Stéphan and 
Camille, are welcomed into Aicha’s home to take 
a break from their shattered lives and rebuild their 
lives. They soon become a family, enjoying this 
enchanted interlude away from the world. 

Each of them has a secret hidden deep inside 
them, and struggles to admit it to the others.  But 
the outside world will soon catch up on them and 
threaten their newfound harmony.
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